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About This Game

Bomber Arena
Is a 3d action adventure game where you go through several mazes in solo mode or co-op (only local) fighting enemies until you

reach your goal. You can take powers to improve your character as well as mounts to help you defeat your opponents in this
game.

Co-op

Play in co-op mode (local only) to get a friend's help to defeat your enemies and further enhance the fun.

Hard Mode

Can you go through all the stages with just one life and all the powers at the very least? Come and test your skills in this mode.

Passwords

Died and want to continue where you left off? Use the passwords that the game gives you to resume your game from the point
where you stopped, or to release special functions in the game.

Creation of the game
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The whole game was made by one person, nothing easy. Just a lot of hard work and dedication.
Made in Brazil.
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Publisher:
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Quantz is the most addicting puzzle game I've played in a while.. This is an awesome take on the "inside an arcade wave
shooter" genre, nice graphics, plays well, the 360\/spatial audio is very good as well.

If you like space pirate trainer you will probably like this one as well, similar gun & shield game play where you must protect
your whole body from enemy fire, very good, I like both a lot.

I like just a little more, spacecats with lasers & xortex, they're much the same as this & space pirates, but the key difference
being your controller is a ship & it is only that you need to protect from enemy fire, rather than your whole body.. Cool little
game, overpriced in comparison to other game's content wise, don't listen at all as they instruct
you in the campaign unless you want to DIE, get the idea and run with you own. For
some of us older players it reminds me of Command and Conquer Red Alert with much, much less to do. I would also add a
comp stomp mode as finding players is not easy.. Reminds me of Dark Cloud with Zeldalike dungeons. Great game.. The
Mystery P.I. games are the series that got me into hidden object games a few years ago. That being said, it was a few years ago.
These games have aged much better than a lot of the HO games from around 2009 though. The biggest complaint could be that
you repeat scenes during the game, but new ones added in to keep it interesting.

There is no real story or voice acting that you see frequently today, though I don't think that is a real loss. What there is though,
is a lot of quality HO puzzles with occasional simply solved arranging picture style puzzles between stages. If objects out of size
perspective bothers you though, i.e. pencils the size of skyscrapers, avoid this like the plague.

tl;dr: quality old-style HO game, worth your while on sale.. 10\/10 awesome!. Graphically, Way of Hero is fine, the game looks
good. The gameplay is fast and lively, but unfortunately, quite basic. There doesn't appear to be a proper inventory system, and
weapon management is quite basic. However, if you're satisfied with a simplified FPS shooter, this one may be suitable.

Make up your own mind with this gameplay: https:\/\/youtu.be\/6L36nD5k1W4
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I buy every total war game because I love their games and every time I spend another 3 bucks on something that should just be
in the game. Please fix the knowing bugs and update game some new stuff. A pretty short 2 hour run-of-the-mill HOG that
doesn't seem to have anything new to the table. It works pretty well if you're just here for the gaming aspect of HOGs, I've
encountered no bugs or issues others have voiced out. Fair warning though, both the puzzles and hidden object scene of this
game pose no challenge which could equate to a very dull experience. There are maybe 1 or 2 puzzles that pass the time enough,
but again it might fall into tediousness than actual difficulty. There are moments you could potentially miss an item (outside
hidden scenes) because it's either not sparkling or just very hard to see.

I feel like the developers do stand a chance of creating something special, their visual department succeeds at a pretty good spot
in comparison to other HOGs. Unfortunately, the lackluster storytelling and weak puzzle elements, make this game excessively
mediocre. You can't even hate it or get frustrated, it's just very average.
I also won't forget to mention that the character models are pretty bad (both in motion and in graphic quality), and are arguably
the most negative thing I could say about this game. It ruins the immersion. (But understandably animating is a huge pain in the
butt and cost a lot of money and time to do.)

I do appreciate that the hidden object scenes reflect a semblance of cohesion. Most items are blended very well into the
backdrop, almost looking hand-drawn into the scene. There was maybe one scene that was questionably poorer in quality than
the rest. Heads up, I tend to play my HOGs in window mode (which I'm glad this game has btw) so I can't account how beautiful
it continues to be in full screen.

Overall, it's...doable. It's been a while since I played a HOG so this was a good refresher course.. Here's my old review if you
want to look at it: http://i.imgur.com/LWrDdMl.jpg
Every problem from the past review is fixed. Sean J was right and it captures everything right. My only problem with these
videos is that I can't watch it all at once. Overall, I like everything from this video and I enjoy watching the interviews.. This
game is amazing!
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